Astrology offers those in crisis the comfort of imagining a better future...

A tangible reminder of that clichéd truism that is nonetheless hard to remember when you're in the thick of it...

On the first day lack... or experience but it had to be a gain experience in... it's good to work in a... perspective. So... you... you're... something is but... thank you.

Major Climate Regs
Strong Risk of CRI
As Early as 2040

This too shall pass.
Astrology is not a science, there's no proof of planets or stars affecting us like this from birth.

In fact, most of the recent zodiac resurgence has been through self-aware, (partially) jokes. Memes about two-faced Gemini, jokes about how Saturn isn't in the right formation...

Not many people would say they "believe" in astrology like how one believes in evolution or Jesus.

They don't believe it predicts the future but they identify with Virgo, with a Libra/Scorpio cusp, with a Taurus...

Looking at a star chart won't do shit

Jupiter won't heal your relationship, and Mercury won't improve that interview you have tomorrow...

Listicles of the zodiac signs as French fries, other memes, how the zodiac signs react when you have a tapeworm, yet at the same time people are looking at serious horoscopes and more complex natal sign charts with not just sun signs but moon, ascending, rising, etc. all showing a deeper sign of belief for some, astrology's predictions are like Dumbo's magic feather, comforting magic to hold onto until you realize you could fly on your own.